
  

 

Payroll Transaction Retro Routine 

 

  

File\Administration\Export Files\Employee Payroll Data Exports\Payroll Transaction Totals for 

Import (Retro) 

  

When Bargaining Units arrive at a settled contract, it is commonly settled in the middle of the 

fiscal year.  When Hourly or Daily positions are involved it can be a major project to run the 

necessary reports and compile all of the transactions that need to be used to calculate a Retro 

payment.  The Payroll Transaction Retro Routine was designed to significantly reduce the 

amount of time it takes to both; compile the data and to create the Retro payment transactions. 

  

Based on settlement criteria, past transactions may be exported into an Excel spreadsheet 

containing information like the Rate and Budget Code that were used on those 

transactions.  Those transactions will be combined during the export process to group similar 

transaction types by Rate, Multiplier and Budget Code.  Adjustment type transactions may also 

be exported using similar grouping standards. 

  

Once created, the spreadsheet may be modified manually to meet specific needs.  This may 

include removing some entries based on Rate, Adjustment Code, or any other necessary 

criteria.  Also, the actual Rate adjustment will need to be manipulated for these 

transactions.  Once all manipulation is complete, the spreadsheet may be imported to the WinCap 

Payroll Module to a specific pay period, at which time the payroll should be reviewed and all 

normal payroll processing steps should be adhered to. 

  

      Note:  Prior to beginning the Payroll Retro Transaction Routine, the affected 

transactions should be identified by running the Payroll Activity/Verification Report 

(Reports\Payroll\Transaction Reports\Payroll Activity/Verification Report) before 

actually creating the export.  Filter Criteria may be adjusted as necessary to narrow the 

list of transactions as much as possible before being added to the export.  The same 

criteria may be duplicated creating the export. 

  

Activities Contained in this Document 

  

1)      Employee’s Base Rate Change for Prior Fiscal Year 

2)      Employee’s Base Rate Change for Current  Fiscal Year 

3)      Create the Payroll Transaction Export 

4)      Adjusting the Worksheet 

5)      Importing the Worksheet 

6)      Review the Transactions Imported 

  

1)      Employee’s Base Rate Change for Prior Fiscal Year 

  

When a Base Rate Change is due for Prior Fiscal Years, the Payroll Transactions Retro Routine 

should be created BEFORE updating the Current year’s Base Rate.  This will be useful if a 

comparison between prior fiscal year and OLD current fiscal year rates is needed for the Retro 

pay calculations. 

http://www.wincap.com/robofiles2/WebHelp/Payroll_Processing/Procedure_PR_PayrollTransactionRetroRoutine.htm#Employee_s_Base_Rate_Change_for_Prior_Fiscal_Year
http://www.wincap.com/robofiles2/WebHelp/Payroll_Processing/Procedure_PR_PayrollTransactionRetroRoutine.htm#Employee_s_Base_Rate_Change_for_Current_Fiscal_Year
http://www.wincap.com/robofiles2/WebHelp/Payroll_Processing/Procedure_PR_PayrollTransactionRetroRoutine.htm#Create_the_Payroll_Transaction_Export
http://www.wincap.com/robofiles2/WebHelp/Payroll_Processing/Procedure_PR_PayrollTransactionRetroRoutine.htm#Adjusting_the_Worksheet
http://www.wincap.com/robofiles2/WebHelp/Payroll_Processing/Procedure_PR_PayrollTransactionRetroRoutine.htm#Importing_the_Worksheet
http://www.wincap.com/robofiles2/WebHelp/Payroll_Processing/Procedure_PR_PayrollTransactionRetroRoutine.htm#Review_the_Transactions_Imported


  

 

An export may be created from any fiscal year that payroll was processed in WinCap.  The 

export file will still maintain the correct format, although positions will need to be closely 

reviewed and altered if necessary, as payments may only be made for current year positions. 

  

Additionally, Budget Codes need to be reviewed to guard against codes that have been recently 

inactivated.  

  

2)      Employee’s Base Rate Change for Current Fiscal Year 

  

For the Current fiscal year transaction Retro payments, the rates must first be updated to reflect 

the settled values.  This will either be done on the Position Code table (Default Hourly/Daily 

Rate), Salary Schedule (new Step values), or the Additional Pay Item tables (Amount/Percentage 

field).  When changes to the tables that default the Base Rate field are made, the field will appear 

in yellow.  This indicates that the field has been overridden from its original value. 

  

If the field was updated through one of the table defaults, select the Modify icon and right-click 

the Base Rate field directly on the number.  From the menu that appears, choose to ‘Reset to 

default’.  The updated table rate will replace the value and the yellow shading will disappear. 

  

The same steps must be taken for any Additional Pay Item rate changes.  This same method 

applies to the Additional Pay Item form except that the Unit Amount field is the field to reset. 

  

                              

  

 
  

 
  

 
  

Employee Positions or Additional Pay Items that are not associated with a Salary Schedule or 

other table Base Rate defaults must have the Base Salary entered manually in the Employee 

Maintenance Position or Addt Items tabs.   If this is the case, simply modify the Base Rate field 

directly and do not reset to default.   

  

3)  Create the Payroll Transaction Export 

  

As mentioned above, the Payroll Activity/Verification Report should be run first in order to 

determine the exact criteria to use in filtering the results on this export. 

  

Use the Payroll Transactions and Position tabs to create the necessary filter criteria.  There is no 

preview for this routine, so the file must be created in order to view the results. 

  



  

 

 
  

  

 
  

Choose an export location where the file should be saved.  Generally a predetermined server 

location is used to ensure confidentiality and for data safety such as periodic data backup. 

  

Select the drive for output, choose a Directory Path and enter a Name for the export file.  Leave 

the Output file type set to Microsoft Excel version 5.0 (XLS) worksheet file. 

  

Select the OK button to create and save the file to the location selected. 

  

4)      Adjusting the Worksheet 

  

Browse to the specified location and open the file.  The employees will be sorted by alpha 

Name.  If there are payments to different Budget Codes, using a different Rate, paid against a 



  

 

separate Position, or paid using an Adjustment Code; separate rows will be created for the 

employee. 

  

Hours/Days will be combined and totaled for similar transactions. 

  

 
  

The Transaction Type indicates whether the original entry was entered as an Additional Pay Item 

‘A’ or a Transaction ‘T’.  The Original Rate column reflects the rate that was used for the 

Transaction when it was processed.  The Current Rate is the updated Rate that was modified 

after the contract was settled back in Step 2.  It should be the rate that is currently on file for the 

employee.  The Rate Difference is a formula column reflecting the difference between the 

Current Rate less the Original Rate. 

  

The Additional Pay Transactions will be displayed separately further to the right of the 

worksheet.  If Negative amounts were entered on the original transaction they will appear as 

negatives.   

  

 
  

If the Retro payments encompass more than one fiscal year, then this export should be 

created for each year.  If the Prior Year exports were not created BEFORE updating the 

employee rates (Step 2), then the Original Rate may be used to override the Current Rate 

for the Previous year’s export.  Evaluate the increases for each year.  Prior year 

Adjustment Amount values may need to be manually entered. 

  

      An Adjustment Code should be created and used when importing the Retro 

Transaction Payments.  By using an adjustment code for the transaction they will be 

very easy to identify and query with.  Also, specific Retirement reporting may be 

achieved using the Additional Pay Item Retirement options.  API codes like RETR, 

RET9, RET8, etc. are commonly used. 

  

If importing the Retro transactions as Hourly or Daily; select the appropriate Rate Method and 

choose the options for ‘No Retirement Days’, if no retirement days should be calculated as a 

result of these transactions. 



  

 

  

If importing the Retro transactions as adjustments; select the rate method ‘Amount’ and choose 

the option for ‘No Retirement Days’.  Payroll transactions that are Adjustments do not 

automatically calculate extra retirement days, but this option should be set for proper table setup 

and to avoid problems if the codes are ever used for future Hourly or Daily transactions.  

  

Enter the following settings: 

  

Pay Item Code 

Enter a 4 character alphanumeric code.  

  

Description 

Create a description that identifies the API as a Retro code and indicate the year that it 

represents. 

  

Rate Method 

Select Hourly, Daily or Amount as it applies to the type of Retro being paid. 

  

Usage 

Choose ‘employee position rate’ for Hourly or Daily transactions, or ‘this rate only’ for 

Adjustment type transactions. 

  

Reported Earnings 

Select the proper Tiers for Retirement. 

  

TRS Pay Type 

Select ‘Base Salary’ for Current year Retro payments, or choose from one of the other options 

for Prior year payments. 

  

 
  

Retro Earliest Prior Yr Pay 

This option is used for the earliest year, or the oldest prior year that Retro is being paid for. 

  

Retro Next Prior Yr Pay 

This option is used for each successive Prior year after the Earliest Prior Yr up to the year before 

the Latest Prior Yr. 

  

Retro Latest Prior Yr Pay 

This option is used for the First year prior to the Current year. 

  



  

 

 
  

Transactions without using a Retro API code 

The ‘Rate’ field is actually the field that creates the rate on the transaction.  When the export file 

is created; the column defaults to zero (0.00).  Usually the amount found in the ‘Rate Difference’ 

column will be used to populate the Rate column.  When satisfied with the Rate Difference, copy 

and paste that column into the Rate column.  The transactions that will be created represent Rate 

x HoursDays x Multiplier.  

  

Transactions using a Retro API code 

If the Retro API codes will be used when importing the transactions, then do not populate the 

Rate column.  An Adjusted Amount must be calculated by adding a new column to the 

spreadsheet somewhere to the right of the Multiplier column.  Create a formula ‘=G3*K3*L3’ 

where the number 3 represents the row number.  This formula represents Rate x HoursDays x 

Multiplier.  Copy the amounts in that column and Paste Special as a Value (pasted formulas will 

not import properly) into the AdjAmount column.  Change the value of the TranType column to 

‘A’ to indicate that this transaction will be an Adjustment.  The values in the RateType column 

must be deleted for the import to recognize that the transaction is an Adjustment. 

  

*Please note that if your site utilizes the pay authorizations module, Column E will indicate the 

“Pay Auth Seq.” This will shift the columns over and the formula for the calculated adjustment 

amount (rate difference * hours/days * multiplier) will be shifted over (K3*L3*M3). If updating 

the file with the retro API code, the pay auth sequence must be removed while replacing the 

adjustment code column with the Retro API code.  

  



  

 

 
  

Adding column M for the formula results in the calculated amount, 145.00. 

  

 
  

With a normal Copy and Paste copy this formula down the column for every record that it 

applies to.  This entire column will be formulas that represent a calculated number.  Review and 

correct any amounts and delete rows if the transaction does not belong. 

  

 
  

Copy (as normal) and Paste Special (values only) these calculated fields into the AdjAmount 

column. 

  

 
  



  

 

 
  

The values pasted in the AdjAmount column are now numbers, not formulas.  Leave the added 

column in place until the spreadsheet is complete.  Delete the added column and save the 

spreadsheet before Importing the transactions.  If Excel asks if the worksheet should be updated 

to the latest Excel format, choose NO and save the file in its current format. 

  

 
  

 
  

Any transactions that were originally adjustments may be imported as adjustments as 

well.   Confirm that the TranType field is set to ‘A’ and delete the values from the RateType 

column.  Verify the AdjCode and enter the AdjQty.  Selectively Paste values from the added 

column to the AdjAmount column.  Use the sorting function in Excel to more easily separate 

types of transactions for more efficient editing. 

  

 
  



  

 

      Review the spreadsheet one final time, making sure to have the correct Adjustment 

codes in the AdjCode column.  Modifications may be made to the Check Sequence 

codes, Budget codes, Budget Type (Regular or Payable) and Notes may be added. 

  

Please Note that the Work Start and End Dates defined on the import file must fall within the 

fiscal year and position indicated for payroll transaction or the import routine will error out. In 

order to import retro payroll transactions for work dates outside of the fiscal year, the 

transactions must be targeted to import against a “no-days worked position” with the accrual 

period open for payable transactions to be created.  

  

 
  

  

 
  

5)      Importing the Worksheet 

  

File\Administration\Payroll\Import Files\Payroll\Import Payroll Transactions 

  

Navigate to the above path to open the Import Payroll Transactions form.  Choose the current 

fiscal year and select the correct Open Pay Period that the Retro payments will be added to.  It 

may be beneficial to import these into a special pay period.  Refer to the Retro Pay Procedures 

documentation for more details regarding Retro payments and pay period selection. 

  



  

 

 
  

The field labeled ‘Work Period for records which have no work period’ may be used to display a 

period date on the transactions when they are created.  The dates entered in these fields will 

display on the transaction unless values appear in the ‘WorkStart’ and ‘WorkEnd’ columns on 

the spreadsheet.  The date range for the Retro period may be entered directly on the spreadsheet 

in these columns, such as 07/01/2009 and 05/08/2009.  Another option is to delete all of the 

WorkStart and WorkEnd values and let the Import routine add the same date for all transactions 

at once. 

  

 
  

Enter the location where the export spreadsheet was saved and select the OK button.  This will 

import the spreadsheet and create the transactions on the selected pay period. 

  

If there are any errors with the import, an Import file error report will appear.  Reasons for this 

could be many; including no value in the Rate field if the AdjAmount field is not being used, or 

if the RateType field is populated when using an API.  Modify the spreadsheet to correct the 

errors.  All errors must be corrected before the file can be imported. 

  



  

 

 
  

 
  

6)      Review the Transactions Imported 

  

Once the transactions have been imported, they may be manipulated like any other 

transaction.  The paycheck that contains the transactions may be modified like regular payroll 

checks. 

  

 



  

 

  

If an Adjustment Code was not entered in the AdjCode column, adjustment transactions will be 

created but there will not be an adjustment code selected on the transaction. 

  

 
  

Transaction with the proper Adjustment code entered. 

  

 
  

Print the Payroll Activity/Verification Report to view the transactions that have been imported. 

  

Reports\Payroll\Transaction Reports\Payroll Activity/Verification Report  

  



  

 

 
  

 
 

 


